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LA Hgure 1. Map showing location of Xkichmook and adjacent sites.



XKICHMOOK

The ruins of Xkichmook have been described, and illustrated in part, by E. H.

Thompson (1898), I. Marquina (1951), and H.E.D. Pollock (1980). Rickard (1910)

included four photos of Xkichmook in his photo essay of Maya ruins, one of which

is mislabeled as Kewich and a second mislabeled as Chacmultun. Case (1911)

included a Maler photo of part of the west wing of Structure 1. Thompson

discovered the ruins in 1891 and spent some time at the site between 1891 and

1898. His work there included a series of excavations in the floors of nearly

every building. Maler must have visited the site during the same period since

the photographs included in Marquina are credited to him. In 1982 the Centra

Regional Sureste, I.N.A.H. Mexico, carried out a clearing and consolidation

program in the Main Center which included the replacing of fallen jambs and

installation of new wooden lintels in parts of Structures 1, 6 and 12. I visited

the site in 1978 and 1983 and my notes deal with Structures 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11 and

12. The drawings and photos by E.W. Andrews IV, referred to by Pollock (ibid)

have apparently been lost.

ETYMOLOGY

See Thompson, 1898 and Pollock, 1980.

SITUATION

The ruins are situated about 24 km south, and slightly east of Xul (fig. 1). A

modern "White Road", completed in 1975, runs just east of the site. There is

now a modern ejido about one-half km north of Structure 1.

TOPOGRAPHY

E. H. Thompson (ibid) described the ruins as lying in a narrow valley between

rocky hills. My impression is that the ground is fairly level when the site is

approached from Xul, and the Main Center is situated on top of a low hill from

which the temple building on the second level of Structure 1 dominates the

surrounding countryside (fig. 2).

WATER SUPPLY

The ejido just north of the site has a modern well but there are no natural water

resources in the immediate vicinity of the site. Thompson (1898) observed

numerous chultunes in the terraces within the main center and I located a large

chultun on the west side of the terrace supporting Structure 1.
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MAPS

Thompson's plan of the Main Group is the only published map. A reproduction

of this map is shown in figure 3.

SIZE

Thompson's map is drawn at a scale of approximately 1 inch equals fifty feet

and covers an area of about 270 m north to south and 240 m east to west.

Thompson also described a group of three structures (Structures 8, 9, 10) which

he said were located 158.5 m west of Structure 1. While none of the buildings

are very large, with the exception of Structure 1, they spread out over a

considerable area and the site could be compared in size with Almulchil and

Xculoc, both of which are medium sized sites (class 3).

CIVIC PLAN

Thompson's map shows that the Main Center is a compact arrangement of terraces,

courts, and buildings. The practice of terracing the tops and slopes of low hills

as a means of providing level areas for building purposes, and for the collection

of water in chultunes, was very widespread in both the Chenes and Puuc regions

and the various terraces served as an organizing framework for the disposition

of the major buildings. Unfortunately, the area between the main center and

the smaller group to the west described by Thompson has not been cleared and

its relationship to the Main Center is unclear.
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STRUCTURE 1

(Edifice 1 or Palace)

Structure 1 is a large, L-shaped building with 12 rooms. While Thompson's plan

is generally correct (fig. 3), he omitted room 12 and erroneously assumed that

the rooms numbered 14-18 on his plan were part of an East Wing of Structure

1 which was connected to rooms 10-12. This is clearly not the case, however,

as there is a separate building just south of rooms 10-12 which I have called

Structure 11. The rooms numbered 14-18 by Thompson represent an additional,

separate building which I have numbered Structure 12. My plan of Structure 1

(fig. 4), made from measurements taken in 1978 and 1983, shows a corrected and

amended version of this complex building which is the largest, and most important

structure in the main center. For purposes of discussion, I am treating rooms

1-7 as a unit (West Wing), rooms 8 and 9, together with their supporting substructure

as a second unit (Central Section) and rooms 10-12 (East Wing) as a third unit.

WEST WING - Rooms 1-7

Plan. See figure 4.

Sections. See figures 5 and 6.

Elevation. See figure 7.

Details. See figures 8 and 9.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES - Exterior

Base Molding. Three-member base molding with inset groups of flattened

colonnettes in groups of four in central member. Total height about .88 m.

Lower Wall Zone. East facade of rooms 1-4 articulated into four units by

means of recesses running full height of wall (figs. 7, 15, 18 and 19). Inset,

three-quarter round columns at corners and flattened, inset columns adjacent

to doorways and corner columns. Single inset colonnettes in west and north facades.

Doorways. Large rectangular doorways. Jambs and lintels recently restored.

Medial Molding. Two-member medial molding with inset colonnettes in groups

of three, except on east facade of rooms 2 and 3 and south facade of room 7 where

large masks fill space usually occupied by medial molding.

Upper Wall Zone. Upper wall zone has slight inward slope. This zone completely

filled with masks on east facade of rooms 1-4 and south facade of room 7. Small

mask above door to room 5. (See decorative features below). South, west, and

north facades of this wing include one or two inset colonnettes roughly centered

in very slightly raised panels (figs. 8 and 31).
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Cornice. Three-member cornice moldings with inset colonnettes in groups

of three in lowest member, except for rooms 2, 3 and 7 where masks replace usual

molding.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES - Interior

Vaults and Crossties. Vaults have straight sides. Vaults in rooms 1-5 about

1.82 m from springline to bottom of molding below capstone. Offset at springline

about 8 cm but only 3 cm in end walls. Wooden crossties near ends of rooms 1-7

just below springline (figs. 5 and 6).

Raised Floors. Floor of room 6 raised about 25 cm above floor of room 7.

Niches. Niches in face of platforms in ends of rooms 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6.

Platforms. Large raised platforms in ends of rooms 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 (fig. 4).

Other. No rod sockets, projecting "feet", cordholders, or rings observed in

any rooms in this wing but cordholders and rod sockets may have been present,

since most of the jambs had fallen by 1978 and have only recently been replaced.

DECORATIVE FEATURES

Moldings. Groups of three or four inset colonnettes in base molding, medial

molding, and cornice (fig. 7). These colonnettes have somewhat flattened profiles

compared with the full, half-round colonnettes found in typical Puuc buildings.

Lower Walls. Long, inset colonnettes with flattened profiles in various locations

in lower walls. Three-quarter round columns at corners and adjacent to recesses

in east facade of rooms 1-4 (fig. 7).

Upper Wall Zone. Upper wall zone on east facade of rooms 1-4 filled with

large masks (figs. 7, 10, 14 and 17). Masks over rooms 1 and 4 are similar and

include shallow corner masks with long noses (fig. 7). Large monster masks over

rooms 2 and 3 also similar and include large, curved teeth over doorways, although

these are now fallen (fig. 16). Checkerboard design used in eyebrows of these

two masks are very unusual (figs. 16 and 17). Small mask above door to room

5 similar to those above doors to rooms 1 and 4. The masks on the south facade

of room 7 are now largely fallen but the remaining portions include remnants

of a large "monster mask", and small stacked masks adjacent to the projecting

podium (figs. 20 and 21), as well as shallow "corner" masks adjacent to room 4

(figs. 22 and 23).

Graffiti. Thompson (1898, figs. 32 and 33) recorded several incised graffiti

on the north wall of room 7 but these have since crumbled away.

6
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Other. Very unusual "sawtooth" shaped stucco molding just below springline

in rooms 1-5 (fig. 9). I have not observed this detail elsewhere. Thompson (1898)

also reported a blue handprint in room 1 which has now fallen.

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

Walls. Lower walls are faced with small, squarish blocks about 16-20 cm deep.

Walls about .81 m thick at door jambs. Facing stones on exterior finished somewhat

better than those used in interior.

Doorways. Jambs of doorways to rooms 1-4 have recently been reset. These

jambs are now formed with large blocks, about half the thickness of the wall.

Jambs of doorways to room 7 formed with small blocks,similar in size to wall

stones (fig. 22).

Moldings. Lowest member of medial and cornice moldings formed with two

pieces of stone (figs. 12 and 19).

Vaults. Vaults are faced with fairly small, wedge-shaped stones (figs. 5 and

6). Small molding below capstones which span about 60 cm (figs. 5 and 6).

Masks. Masks are made with carved stone armatures which required a

considerable amount of stucco to complete the details. Most of the stucco facings

have now fallen and it is difficult to make out the small details of the masks (figs.

13 and 17)

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE

Rooms 1, 2 and 3 added after rooms 4-7 had already been completed since there

is a construction joint at the south end of room 4 where the round corner column

occurs. I doubt that much time elapsed between construction phases since the

lower and upper wall zones and moldings on the west facade of rooms 1-5 are

continuous.
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Figure M. Structure 1. Plan.
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Figure 5. Structure 1, West Wing. Section through rooms 1 and M
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Figure 6. Structure 1, West Wing. Section through rooms 6 and 7.
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Figure B. Structure 1. West Wing.
a. Plan of raised panel with inset

calonnette. b. Elevation.

Plan

1

1
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Figure 5. Structure 1. V/est Wing
Detail of Dlaster moldina below

springline. rooms 1-5.
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Figure 10. Structure 1, West Wing. East facade of room 4 before consolida

Figure 1 1. Structure I, West Wing. East facade of room 4 after consolidation
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Figure 12. Structure I. West Wing. Mask over doorway to room 4.

Figure 13. Structure I. West Wing. Detail of mask over doorway to room 4.
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Figure 14. Structure 1. West Wing. Remains of mask over doorway to room 3.

Figure 15. Structure 1. West Wing. Doorway to room 3 after consolidation.
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Figure 16. Structure 1. West Wing. Mask and doorway to room 2 [after Case, 1911]

Figure 17. Structure 1, West Wing. Mask and doorway to room 2 after consolidation.
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Figure 10. Structure I, West Wing. Masks and recess between rooms 1 and 2.

Figure 19. Structure I, West Wing. Rooms 1 and 2 after recent consolidation.
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Figure 20. Structure I. West Wing. Remains of mask at east

end of room 7.

Figure 21. Structure 1. West Wing. Detail of mask

aty east end of room 7.



Figure 22. Structure I. West Wing. Remains of mask

at west end of room 7.

Figure 23. Structure 1, West Wing. Detail of mask at west end

of room 7 showing long-nosed corner mask.



CENTRAL SECTION

(Rooms 8 and 9 and Podium (Pyramidal Substructure)

This portion of the building consists of a large, very steep-sided stepped podium

with a stairway on the south side leading from the courtyard to a two room building

on the upper level (fig. 4). Thompson (1898) said that this section was 65 feet

(19.5 m) high but it is actually only about 14 m from the level of the courtyard

to the top of the temple building on the upper level (fig. 24).

PODIUM

The main body of the podium supporting rooms 8 and 9 appears to be about 1.5-2.0

m higher than the roof of the rooms on either side below, and there may have

been an additional platform on top of the podium but this is not entirely clear.

Plan. See figure 4.

Sections. See figures 24 and 25.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES

Walls. Walls of podium where it projects at rear are vertical and step inward

where horizontal moldings occur (fig. 26). Walls at southeast and southwest corners

also stepped back and were covered with sculptures (figs. 29 and 30).

Stairway. Stairway to temple building on second level now completely collapsed.

Restored plan and section (figs. 4 and 24) show a broad stairway with no ramps

at ends, although these may have been present.

DECORATIVE FEATURES

Southeast and southwest corners of podium carried stacked, long-nosed masks

with serpent bodies behind (figs. 28, 29 and 30). I believe there were six rows

of masks at each corner, with horizontal moldings between. Moldings at rear

projection may have been intended to match those in front.

STONE MONUMENTS

Large, circular platform in front of stairway (fig. 4). Probably included tapered

altar stone which is now missing.

ROOMS 8 and 9 (Temple)

Rooms 8 and 9 appear to represent the remains of a two room temple-type building.

Room 8 is now mostly fallen but room 9 is essentially intact.

Plan. See figure 4

Section. See figure 25.

20
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES

Base Molding. Three-member base molding about .56 m high. Central member

carries inset colonnettes in groups of three, alternating with plain sections.

Lower Wall Zone. Stacked, long-nosed masks at northwest and northeast corners

of room 9. Front wall of room 8 now fallen but probably carried stacked corner

masks, similar to those at rear. Walls between masks are plain.

Doorways. Doorway to room 8 now fallen. Large, rectangular doorway between

rooms 8 and 9.

Medial Molding. Two-member medial molding with outward sloping apron

type member at bottom. Inset colonnettes in lower member (figs. 31 and 32).

Upper Wall Zone. Upper wall zone carried long-nosed masks at northeast and

northwest corners, with additional masks centered in north, east and west walls

(figs. 31 and 32).

Cornice. Three-member cornice with apron-type members top and bottom.

Total height about .91 m (fig. 25).

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES - Interior

Vaults and Crossties. Very high vaults with straight sides over rooms 8 and 9 (fig.

25). Offsets at both springline and end walls. Wooden crossties just below springline

near ends of rooms and in molding below capstones.

Wall Openings. Small (13 x 13 cm) holes through end walls of room 9 about

1.5 m above floor.

Cordholders. Three finger-type cordholders on both sides of doorway between

rooms 8 and 9.

Other. Walls of rooms 8 and 9 are exceptionally high and measure 3.5 m from

floor to springline of vault.

DECORATIVE FEATURES

Moldings. Base molding carries groups of three inset colonnettes in central

member. Medial molding has inset groups of three colonnettes in lower apron

molding (figs. 31 and 32). Cornice now mostly fallen but assume it carried inset

groups of colonnettes similar to those in medial molding.

Lower Wall Zone. Stacks of three, long-nosed corner masks at northeast and

northwest corners of room 9 (figs. 31 and 32). Front wall now fallen but I assume

there were similar stacks of masks at the front corners.

21
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Upper Wall Zone. Long-nosed corner masks at northeast and northwest corners

of room 9, similar to those in lower walls (figs. 31 and 32). Single, long-nosed

masks of slightly different design centered between corner masks in east, west

and north walls (fig. 32). It seems reasonable to assume that the upper wall zone

of the south facade of room 8 carried a large monster mask similar to those found

above rooms 2 and 3, although the entire wall has now collapsed.

Other. No paintings, sculpture, hieroglyphic inscriptions or graffiti noted

in rooms 8 and 9.

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

Walls. Front (south) wall now fallen but other walls measure about .80 m thick.

Facing stones in walls about 23 cm square and 23 cm deep. Dividing wall between

rooms 8 and 9 about .91 m thick.

Doorways. Doorway between rooms 8 and 9 has jambs formed with large wall

type stones. Wood lintel above.

Moldings. Lower member of medial and cornice moldings formed with two

pieces of stone, same as moldings in rooms 1-7.

Vaults. Vaults faced with small, wedge-shaped stones carefully beveled on

exposed face.

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE

Thompson (1898) said that he found indications that the present temple building

(rooms 8 and 9) is secondary to an earlier building but I saw no evidence of this.

He also believed that the great podium was built before the wings were added

but I doubt that there was any great time interval between these assumed

construction phases as there is no noticeable construction joint between room

7 of the west wing and the adjacent podium (fig. 28).
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Figure 24. Structure I. Central Section. Section through

podium and upper level temple building.



Figure 25. Structure I. Central Section. Section through rooms B and 9.



Figure 26. Structure 1. Central Section

Section through stepped podium at rear.
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Figure 28. Structure 1. Central Section. East side of stepped podium at rear.
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Figure 30. Structure I, Central Section. Detail of masks at southeast corner of podium
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Figure 31. Structure 1, Central Section. West side of upper level temple building.

Figure 32. Structure 1. Central Section. Masks on north side of upper level temple.
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EAST WING (Rooms 10-12)

Thompson (1898) showed only rooms 10 and 11 in his plan (fig. 3) and suggested

that there was a connection between these rooms and an "East Wing" which included

the rooms numbered 14-18 in his plan. This is obviously not the case, however,

and there is good reason to believe that there was an additional room south of

rooms 10 and 11 which was the counterpart of room 7 in the West Wing. It can

be noted in figure 30 that the east side of the projecting substructure of the Central

Section carries a series of serpents and corner masks which are identical to those

on the west side, indication that the room arrangement was the same. As noted

earlier, there is a separate building, which I have called Structure 11, just southeast

of the corner of room 12 and its position is such that it could not have been

connected to Structure 1.

Plan. See figure 4.

Section. Similar to rooms 6 and 7, but see figure 33 for special detail over

doorway to room 10.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES - Exterior

Same as rooms 6 and 7 (See above)

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES - Interior

Similar to rooms 6 and 7 except there are no platforms (benches) in any of these

rooms.

DECORATIVE FEATURES

Moldings. Same as rooms 6 and 7. (See above)

Lower Wall Zone. Large, three-quarter round columns at northeast corner

of room 11. I assume there was a similar column at corner of room 12 which has

now fallen. Long colonnettes adjacent to corner column of room 11 and in north

wall of rooms 10 and 11 (fig. 35).

Upper Wall Zone. North and east walls of rooms 10 and 11 include inset

colonnettes similar to those in west and north facades of west wing except these

are not set in raised panels (fig. 35). South wall of room 12 now fallen but assume

entire upper wall zone was filled with masks as in room 7. (See above)

Paintings. Thompson (1898, fig. 24) recorded two painted capstones in room

11 and parts of these are still visible.

Hieroglyphic Inscriptions. Thompson (1898, figs. 35 and 36) recorded glyphs

painted in black on a wall in room 10.
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Graffiti. Thompson (1898, figs. 35 and 36) recorded painted graffiti showing

figures and other designs on the back wall of room 10. My notes say these were

painted in red.

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

Walls. Basic construction same as rooms 6 and 7. (See above) Dividing wall

between room 12 and rooms 10 and 11 is .89 m thick.

Doorways. Jambs in doorways to rooms 10 and 11 formed with large slabs,

full thickness of wall. Stone lintels above (fig. 34).

Moldings. Base, medial, and cornice moldings similar to those in west wing

(fig. 34).

Vaults. Vaults faced with wedge-shaped stones, set in even courses. Unusual

detail in room 10 where springline breaks up over doorway (fig. 33).

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE

While Pollock (1980) considered Structure 1 essentially Puuc in style, with a few

Chenes traits, the combined architectural, decorative, and construction features

of the several parts of this complex building as described in this report suggest

that it is almost purely Chenes in conception and execution. The profiles and

details of base, medial, and cornice moldings in all parts of Structure 1 are nearly

identical to similar moldings on Chenes buildings elsewhere, and the articulated,

four-part east facade of the West Wing is a typical feature of both the Chenes

and Rio Bee architectural styles. In addition, the basic form of the northern portion

of Structure 1 (rooms 6-12), which is represented by a two-room temple-type

building on a steep sided pyramidal podium with lower one-story wings on both

sides is virtually identical to the basic forms of Structures 3 and 5 at Hochob,

Structure 1 at Tabasqueno, and Structure Al at Dzibilnocac, all of which are

recognized as typical Chenes style structures. At Dzibilnocac and Tabasqueno,

the rooms in the lower wings continue on beneath the central podium supporting

the upper temple building but are simply attached to the podium at both Hochob

and Xkichmook. As noted earlier, the upper level temple buuildings at Dzibilnocac

and Tabasqueno include stacked, long-nosed masks in both the lower and upper

wall zones and monster masks surrounding the doorways but no such forms are

found in the Puuc region, with the exceptiion of Temple IV of the Pyramid of

the Magician at Uxmal, which Pollock (1980), Gendrop (1982) and I all believe

is a late "copy" of the Chenes style. The only purely Puuc architectural features

present in Structure 1 are the offsets in the end walls of all rooms at the height

30
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of the vault springline, a feature which is missing in most Chenes style buildings

elsewhere.

The monster masks over the doorways to rooms 2 and 3 (and presumably rooms

7 and 12 as well), with their large curved teeth just above the doorways, are very

similar to those found in the east and west wings of Structure 2 at Hochob, a

building which all writers agree exemplifies the Chenes architectural style. The

smaller masks over the doorways to rooms 1 and 4 are also Chenes in character

as are the adjacent corner masks with their downturned noses. Compare the details

of these corner masks with those at Dzibilnocac, Structure Al and Tabasqueno,

Structure 1 for example. Judging from the number and character of the masks

on the lower wings, there is good reason to believe that the south facade of room

9 on the upper level, now totally destroyed, carried stacked corner masks in both

the lower and upper facades, as well as a monster mask around the central doorway

as in Structure 1 at Tabasqueno and Structure Al at Dzibilnocac. (See also

Structure V at Hormiguero and Structure XX at Chicanna, both in the Rio Bee

region).

The construction technology and stonework employed in Structure 1 could be

considered as either Puuc or Chenes in character as there is little difference

between the two (Pollock, 1978, p 81). Nevertheless, it should be noted that the

stones used in wall facings here are somewhat smaller than is typical for classic

Puuc buildings (23 cm vs. 30-40 cm) and are more deeply tennoned into the hearting,

suggesting a Chenes rather than Puuc origin. The stones used in vault facings,

which are carefully dressed on the exposed face, have a rough wedge shape in

section which is characteristic of both the Chenes and classic Puuc styles. Finally,

the exterior walls of Structure 1, which average about .88 m in thickness, are

heavier than the exterior walls of most classic Puuc buildings, which average

only .56-. 60 m in thickness.
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Figure 33. Structure 1. East Wing. Detail of

offset in vault over doorway to room 10.

mm^

Figure 34. Structure 1, East Wing. Vault and dividing wall bet. rooms 12 and 10-1 1.
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Figure 35. Structure 1, East Wing. Portion of east facade of rooms 1 1 and 1 2.

Figure 36. Structure I. View from southeast showing Central Section and adj. wings.
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STRUCTURE 2

Plan. See map (fig. 3).

Photo. See Thompson (1898, Plate XV).

Description. See Thompson (ibid), page 218.

Comment. Thompson's plan indicates that Structure 2 is a small, two room building

situated on a low platform. The building is much destroyed and Thompson's photo

shows only the lower portions of the walls still standing. While the stonework shown

in this photo is Puuc-like, the building is too ruined to be described in terms of

architectural style.

STRUCTURE 3

Structure 3 is a five room building which stands on a low platform about 1.6 m high.

My plan of this building (fig. 37) is essentially the same as Thompson's (fig. 3) and

there is little I can add to his description since the building is now almost totally

destroyed. Unfortunately, Thompson's description (1898, p. 218) is mostly concerned

with his excavations in the floors of all five rooms and includes almost no architectural

data. While the stonework in the lower portions of the walls which are still standing

is much like that found in the other buildings at Xkichmook, the building is now

too ruined to be analyzed in terms of its architectural, decorative and construction

features.

0 5 10 20 30ft
U_UU I I I

0 5 10m

Figure 37. Structures 3 and 4. Plan I I I I I I 1
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STRUCTURE 4

Structure 4 is an eight room building which is located about 1.2 m east of Structure

3. Thompson's plan (fig. 3) is in error since he shows a building with nine rooms.

I have used new room numbers since room 1 as shown in Thompson's plan does not

actually exist.

Plan. See figure 37.

Section. See figure 38.

Elevation. See figure 39.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES - Exterior

Base Molding. Not exposed, but I have assumed this was a single-member

rectangular molding as shown in figure 39.

Lower Wall Zone. Plain lower walls in all portions of building.

Doorways. Doorways to rooms 3, 5 and 7 now fallen. Simple, rectangular doorways

in rooms 1, 2 and 6.

Medial Molding. Two member medial molding with high, apron-type lower member

on north, west, and east facades of rooms 1-3. Single-member, rectangular molding

on east, west and south facades of rooms 4-8.

Upper Wall Zone. Upper wall zone of rooms 1-3 has slight inward slope. Decorative

elements include colonnettes and triangles (see decorative features below). Plain

upper wall zone on east, west and south facades of rooms 4-8.

Cornice. Three member cornice above rooms 1-3 with sloping, apron-type members

above and below. No cornice visible above rooms 4-8.

Stairway. No remains of stairway to roof visible even though most Puuc buildings

with solid central core surrounded by rooms on all sides do include this feature.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES - Interior

Vaults and Crossties. Vaults over all rooms show considerable curvature (fig.

38). Vaults over rooms 1-3 about 1.36 m high from springline to bottom of molding

below capstones. Vaults over rooms 4-8 about 1.65 m high. Unfortunately, my notes

do not include any data on crossties.

Cordholders. Large, post-type cordholder just above floor in room 2.

Other. I did not observe any raised floors, niches, platforms, wall openings, or

rod sockets in any of the rooms.

DECORATIVE FEATURES

Moldings. Inset, slightly flattened colonnettes in groups of three in medial molding

of rooms 1-3. Similar groups of colonnettes in cornice (figs. 40 and 41).
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Lower Walls. Lower walls in all portions of building undecorated.

Upper Wall Zone. Upper wall zone of rooms 1-3 includes groups of colonnettes

alternating with plain sections, as well as unusual recessed panels above doorways

with rows of triangles separated by a horizontal member (figs. 39 and 41).

Other. I did not observe any remains of paintings, sculpture, hieroglyphic

inscriptions, or graffiti in any of the rooms.

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

Walls. Exterior walls about .68 m thick. Both interior and exterior walls faced

with small, well-cut blocks about 16-18 cm deep.

Doorways. Doorjambs, where still in place, formed with small blocks, similar

to those used in wall facings. Stone lintels above doorways, about 22 cm thick.

Moldings. Lower apron-type medial molding above rooms 1-3 made of two pieces

of stone as in Structures 1, 5 and 6. Single-member medial molding above rooms

4-8 about 20 cm high.

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE

The difference between the architectural and decorative features of rooms 1-3 and

rooms 4-8 as noted above suggest that Structure 4 was constructed in two phases.

Floor plan suggests that rooms 1-3 were constructed first and rooms 4-8 added later.

This pattern is followed elsewhere (Kom, str. 2, hilltop group, Chacbolai, str. 1 and

Yaxche-Xlabpak, str. 3) where small, range-type buildings were enlarged by adding

additional rooms at the rear around a solid central core. If this is the case here,

the normal stylistic sequence is reversed since rooms 4-8 could be classified as Early

Puuc while rooms 1-3 combine both early and late features. Unfortunately, my

notes do not include any data in regard to construction joints between rooms 1-3

and rooms 4-8.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE

It is extremely difficult to classify Structure 4 in terms of architectural style since

we have already noted that the stylistic attributes of rooms 1-3 differ considerably

from those of rooms 4-8. Rooms 1-3 could be considered as either Puuc or Chenes

in character while rooms 4-8 conform most closely to the Early Puuc style. The

north elevation of rooms 1-3 (fig. 39) shows that the decorative treatment of the

upper wall zone includes both plain colonnettes and small sets of triangles divided

into two sections by a horizontal molding. Grouped colonnettes are an essential

feature of the classic Puuc Colonnette style and are occasionally found in Chenes
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and Rio Bee style buildings. Small geometric motifs, such as the triangles used

here, are commonly found on Early Puuc style buildings although they are occasionally

used in both the Puuc Colonnette and Mosaic styles. While both Puuc and Chenes

style buildings feature short colonnettes in medial and cornice moldings, the Puuc

examples generally show continuous rows of these elements between two separate

moldings as opposed to the groups set into the lower member as found here and in

other Chenes style buildings.

The combination of a plain upper wall zone with no cornice, marked off by a single-

member medial molding, is an essential feature of the Early Puuc style but there

are no examples of Chenes buildings elsewhere with a similar treatment. Given

the ambivalent character of its architectural and constructive features, I believe

Structure 4 can best be described as Puuc-Chenes in style and will have more to

say about this later.
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Figure 36. Structure 4. Section through rooms 2 and 8.
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Figure 39. Structure M. North elevation [restored)



Figure MO. Structure 4. Portion of north facade.

Figure 41. Structure 4. Detail of north facade showing "triangles" and colonnettes.
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STRUCTURE 5

(Edifice 5)

As shown on Thompson's map (fig. 3), Structure 5 is one of a group of several

structures which are situated on a series of adjacent terraces in the southeast

corner of the Main Center. Structure 5 is a five room building which stands on

a low platform with stairways on the north side. The building is now mostly

collapsed and only the lower portion of the north walls of rooms 2-5, which were

exposed by Thompson nearly a hundred years ago, as well as the west wall of room

5 which is still intact to the height of the medial molding are still standing. I

did not see the eastern wing of this building which is shown on Thompson's map,

as this portion of the site is still completely overgrown.

Plan. See figure 42.

Elevation. See figure 43.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES

Base Molding. Three-member base molding with inset colonnettes in central

member (fig. 43). Upper member about 15 cm high.

Lower Wall Zone. Lower wall zones of west and north facades completely filled

with frets and large colonnettes. (See decorative features below)

Doorways. Doorways now mostly fallen. Lower portion of jambs of doorway

to room 5 still in place.

Medial Molding. Two-member medial molding with groups of three inset

colonnettes in what would normally be the central member (fig. 43).

Upper Wall Zone. Completely fallen in all portions of building. No data available.

Cornice. Completely fallen. No data.

Stairways. Thompson (1898) shows two sets of stairs on the north side, including

individual stairways in front of rooms 3-5. Parts of these stairways could still

be seen in 1983.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES - Interior

All rooms now collapsed and filled with debris. No data available.

DECORATIVE FEATURES

Moldings. Base molding includes plain colonnettes in central member (fig. 43).

Medial molding has inset, plain colonnettes in groups of three in lower member,

similar to those found in structure 1 and 4.

Lower Walls. West end wall of room 5 completely filled with combination of

stepped frets, double-T frets and long colonnettes. Long colonnettes at both ends
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of wall have spools top and bottom (figs. 44 and 45). Space between colonnettes

divided into four panels with rows of double-T frets in upper and lower panels

and large stepped frets in two central panels (fig. 45). Thompson's photos (1898,

Plates XVIII and XIX) show that the north wall of rooms 1, 3, 4 and 5 were decorated

in a similar fashion. The east and south walls have now fallen and I have no data

on them.

Other. No other decorative features noted due to collapse of walls and vaults.

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

Small sections of lower walls now exposed indicate that the construction technology

employed in this building is similar to other buildings at Xkichmook and could

be called either Puuc or Chenes in character.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE

At first glance, the stylistic features of Structure 5 suggest a Puuc origin since

the classic Puuc Mosaic style is represented by numerous buildings showing

combinations of frets and banded colonnettes as found here (Andrews, 1982). While

these decorative motifs are generally confined to the upper wall zones of Puuc

Mosaaic style buildings, there are several instances where they are found in lower

wall zones. The most notable examples include the Chanchimez at Uxmal, Structure

1 at Kakab, and the south wall of room 25 in the two-story Palace at Labna. Similar

designs are found in the palace building at Dzibiltun, which Pollock (1980) has

classified as a Chenes style building, and at Xaxbil, west side, East Range (Ruppert

and Denison, 1943), a Rio Bee style structure far to the south. This latter example

is most noteworthy since the specific arrangement of the colonnettes and stepped

frets most closely resembles the arrangement in the west wall of Structure 5

at Xkichmook.

All of the above suggests that Structure 5 can best be described as another example

of a "transitional" style which represents a blend of Puuc and Chenes and Rio

Bee features. The real question here is the relative chronological position of

Structure 5 at Xkichmook and the Puuc and Rio Bee examples cited above. This

will be considered in detail later.
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Figure 43. Structure 5. West elevation, room 5 (restored).
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Figure 45. Structure 5. Detail of stepped-frets, west end. room 5.
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STRUCTURE 6

Thompson's map (fig. 3) indicates that Structure 6 consists of two sets of rooms,

separated by a solid platform with a stairway on the west side. Rooms 2 and 3

(north wing) are still fairly well preserved but the central platform and room 1

(south wing) are now only piles of debris.

Plan. See figure 46.

Section. See figure 47.

Elevation. See figure 48.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES - Exterior

Base Molding. Three-member base molding with groups of inset colonnettes

in central member. Upper member about 18 cm high but total height unknown.

Lower Wall Zone. West facade includes stacked masks, inset colonnettes, and

three-quarter round corner column. East wall includes three-quarter round corner

column and inset colonnettes. (See decorative features below)

Doorways. Large, rectangular doorways in west wall (fig. 48). Doorjambs and

lintels fallen in 1978 but were replaced in 1982.

Medial Molding. Three-member medial molding with unusual decorative elements

in central member. (See decorative features below) Total height about .53 m.

Upper Wall Zone. Upper wall zone has slight inward slope. Space between

medial and cornice moldings filled with colonnettes and masks. (See decorative

features below)

Cornice. Four-member cornice with unusual decorative elements in next to

lowest member. (See decorative features below) Total height about .95 m.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES - Interior

Vaults and Crossties. Vaults have slight curvature (fig. 47), and are about 1.83

m high from springline to bottom of molding below capstone. Capstone span about

.60 m. Very slight offsets in end walls at springline.

Rod Sockets. Unknown, since original doorjambs had fallen.

Cordholders. Ulnknown, since walls adjacent to doorways had fallen.

Other. No raised floors, niches, platforms, wall openings or other special features

noted.

DECORATIVE FEATURES

Moldings. Base molding includes plain colonnettes in groups of three, alternating

with plain sections. Next to lowest member of both medial and cornice moldings
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include mat symbol motifs, as well as colonnettes in both vertical and horizontal

positions (figs. 49 and 51).

Lower Wall Zone. Stack of three long-nosed masks centered between doorways

in west facade (fig. 54). Large three-quarter round columns at northeast and

northwest corners of room 3 and plain colonnettes adjacent to doorways and corner

columns and in east wall (fig. 48).

Upper Wall Zone. Long-nosed masks above doorways to rooms 2 and 3 with

an additional mask directly above the stacked masks in lower wall (figs. 52 and

53). Note that masks over doorways have different details than central mask.

Other. No special features such as paintings, sculpture, hieroglyphic inscriptions

or graffiti noted.

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

Walls. West wall, which is about .90 m thick, is slightly heavier than exterior

walls in other buildings here. Both interior and exterior walls faced with small

blocks, only moderately well dressed.

Doorways. Doorjambs faced with medium sized blocks which have recently

been reset. Original lintels, long fallen, have been replaced with new wooden

lintels.

Vaults. Vaults faced with small wedge-shaped stones, similar to those used

in other buildings at Xkichmook. Offset at springline about 5 cm (fig. 47).

Stairway. No data on stairway, which has now completely collapsed.

STONE MONUMENTS

Thompson (1898) shows a low, circular platform in front of the central stairway

with a tapered altar in the center (fig. 3).

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE

In an earlier study (Andrews, 1982) I considered Structure 6 as a fairly typical

example of the classic Puuc Mosaic style. A more careful examination of the

architectural and decorative features, however, suggests that the masks, as well

as the moldings and colonnettes are actually more Chenes in character. The masks

in both the lower and upper wall zones are very similar in design and execution

to the masks in the upper wall zones of rooms 1 and 4 in Structure 1, a building

which I now consider to be purely Chenes in style. These masks have most of

the fine details executed in stucco over roughly carved stone armatures, while

the long-nosed masks on Puuc Mosaic style buildings show all details carefully
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carved in stone even though they were later covered with a paper-thin coating

of stucco. The details of teeth, noses, eyebrows, and ears of the Puuc style masks

also differ considerably from their Chenes (and Rio Bee) counterparts. Finally.

stacked masks in the lower wall zone are unknown in classic Puuc buildings while

they are found in the Cuartel at Santa Rosa Xtampak, which is generally considered

to be a pure Chenes style building.

The mat-symbol motif, which is used as a decorative form in both the medial

and cornice moldings of Structure 6, is used somewhat sparingly in both Puuc

and Chenes style buildings. It is noteworthy, however, that the border adjacent

to the stacked masks in the lower wall zone of the Cuartel at Santa Rosa Xtampak

carries the same mat design as the medial and cornice moldings of Structure 6.

The colonnettes in both the lower and upper wall zones of Structure 6 are much

like those found in other buildings at Xkichmook, all of which have flattened profiles

compared with the full half-round profiles found in typical Puuc buildings. Given

all of the above, Structure 6 can best be added to the growing inventory of

Puuc-Chenes buildings, which dominate the scene at Xkichmook.
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Figure 4B. Structure 6. Plan

Figure 47. Structure 6. Section through room 2.
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Figure 49. Structure 5. North end of west facade before recent consolidation.

Figure 50. Structure B. North end of west facade after recent consolidation.
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Figure 51. Structure 5. West facade before recent consolidation.
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Figure 52. Structure 6. West facade after recent consolidation.
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Figure 53. Structure 6. Mask over doorway to room 2.
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Figure 54. Structure 6. Detail of masks in lower wll zone.
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STRUCTURE 7

Plan. See map (fig. 3).

Photo. See Thompson, Plate XX.

Description. See Thompson, page 222.

Comment. Thompson's photo shows that Structure 7 consists of a small, one

room building which is situated on top of a medium high pyramidal substructure.

The stonework in the exposed lower walls of the upper building is Puuc-like in

character and the stones in the doorjamb are large but not the full thickness of

the wall. Once again, the building is too ruined to be analyzed in terms of

architectural style.

STRUCTURES 8, 9 and 10

Plans. See Thompson, figures 25, 26 and 27.

Photos. None.

Description. See Thompson, pages 222-224.

Comment. Thompson indicates that these three buildings, which are some

distance from the main center, are part of a larger complex of terraces, platforms

and mounds. Unfortunately, Thompson's description does not include any

architectural details and it is impossible to attempt a stylistic analysis.

STRUCTURE 11

Structure 11 is now little more than a pile of debris but there are a sufficient

number of sections of the lower walls still in place to indicate that it was a four

room building which faced west toward Structure 1 (fig. 55). It has already been

noted that Thompson (1898) was in error when he assumed that this building could

be considered as a "wing" of Structure 1. (See discussion of East Wing of Structure

1 above). The building is now too ruined to allow for a detailed feature analysis

but there are a large number of mask parts in the debris in front of the west wall,

indicating that the west facade was decorated with large masks, similar to those

in the east facade of Structure 1.
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STRUCTURE 12

Structure 12 is an L-shaped building with nine rooms which is situated just south

of Structure 11 (fig. 55). Thompson's map (fig. 3) shows five rooms of this building,

numbered 14-18 but there was an additional room north of room 14, which I have

numbered room 13, and three additional rooms south of rooms 16-18 which I have

numbered 19-21. Pollock (1980) followed Thompson's lead in his brief discussion

of the "East Wing" of Edifice 1, adding to the confusion about its relationship

to Structure 1. I will continue to insist that rooms 10-12 represent the only

legitimate "East Wing" of Structure 1 since Structure 12 is obviously entirely

independent of Structure 1.

Plan. See figure 55. Note that rooms numbered 14-18 are the same as those

shown by Thompson (fig. 3).

Section. See figure 56.

Elevations. See figures 57 and 60.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES - Exterior

Base Molding. Three-member base molding with inset colonnettes in groups

of three in central member.

Lower Wall Zone. West facade articulated into four sections by means of

small vertical recesses marking the south ends of rooms 13, 14 and 15 (fig. 57).

West wall of room 15 projects out slightly beyond adjacent rooms.

Doorways. Rectangular doorways with vertical jambs where still in place

(fig. 61). Doorways to room 13 and rooms 16-21 now mostly fallen.

Medial Molding. Three-member medial molding, about .93 m high, with sloping

apron-type members top and bottom (fig. 56). Moldings are discontinuous where

vertical recesses between rooms occur (fig. 56).

Upper Wall Zone. Vertical upper wall zone with unusual projecting decorative

motifs. (See decorative features below).

Cornice. Cornice similar to medial molding but upper member may not have

been present (fig. 56).

Other. Stone rings in west facade of room 14, just below bottom member

of medial molding (fig. 56).

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES - Interior

Vaults and Crossties. Vaults over rooms 14 and 15 have straight sides. Height

from bottom of springline to bottom of molding below capstone about 1.80 m.

Capstones span about .60 m (fig. 56). Offsets in end walls at vault springline.
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Vaults over room 13 and rooms 16-21 now fallen.

Platforms. Large bench, about 1.37 m deep in south end of room 14 (fig. 55).

Bench originally about .41 m high but was later raised to a height of .71 m.

Rod Sockets. Rod sockets in jambs of doorways to rooms 14 and 15. One above

and two below (fig. 56).

Cordholders and Rings. Three, ring-type cordholders on both sides of doorway

to room 14. Rings have slightly rounded corners (fig. 56). Good sized finger-type

cordholder just above door lintel in room 14.

DECORATIVE FEATURES

Moldings. Base molding decorated with inset colonnettes in groups of three,

alternating with plain sections (figs. 57 and 60). Medial and cornice moldings plain.

Lower Walls. Long, plain colonnettes in west wall of room 15 (fig. 59). Square

column at north corner of room 15, adjacent to vertical recess (fig. 59). West

wall of rooms 13 and 14 apparently plain.

Upper Wall Zone. Large, projecting rosettes in upper wall zones of rooms

13-15. These occur on both east and west facades. Basic forms are similar to

the small rosettes or pendant shields which are occasionally set into the medial

or cornice moldings of classic Puuc buildings (figs. 57, 60 and 61).

Other. Three-member molding with colonnettes in central member at base

of dividing wall between rooms 17 and 20.

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

Walls. West wall of rooms 13-15 is .82 thick at doorjamb. Exterior wall facing

stones vary some in size but are set in fairly even courses. Interior wall facing

stones similar. Vertical recesses in walls about 22 cm wide.

Doorways. Doorjambs formed of large blocks, one-half thickness of wall (fig.

59). Stone lintels above.

Moldings. Lower member of both medial and cornice moldings formed with

two pieces of stone as in most other buildings here. Rather high upper member

of medial molding formed with single course (fig. 61).

Vaults. Straight sided vaults faced with well-cut, wedge-shaped stones (fig.

56).

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE

While the architectural and decorative features of Structure 12 differ considerably

from those found in other buildings at Xkichmook, they still represent a blend
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of Puuc and Chenes traits. The base moldings with groups of inset colonnettes,

the three-member medial moldings with sloped apron-type members above and

below a rectangular central member, and the cornice all have typical classic Puuc

profiles although the proportions differ from most Puuc examples. Rooms 13-15

have offsets in the end walls which is also a typical Puuc feature. The construction

technology and stonework could be called either Puuc or Chenes in character

and execution and it has already been emphasized that there is little difference

between the two.

The use of large rosettes as decorative forms in the upper wall zone is unique

and there are no similar examples in either the Puuc or Chenes regions. Small

rosettes of similar design are used as decorative forms in the cornice moldings

of some classic Puuc buildings, particularly in the Late Uxmal style buildings

at Uxmal (Andrews, 1982) but are not found in the Chenes region. Given the above,

the rosettes should probably be considered as Puuc inspired.

The most prominent Chenes feature of Structure 12 is the articulated west facade

of rooms 13-15 where small, vertical recesses divide the facade into four separate

units (fig. 57). This articulation is further emphasized by the slight projection

of room 15 beyond the outer face of the walls on either side. Articulated facades

of this kind have not been found in classic Puuc buildings but are an important

diagnostic feature of both the Chenes and Rio Bee architectural styles. In summary,

Structure 12 cannot be considered as predominantly Puuc or Chenes in style since

it combines important diagnostic features of both styles.
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Figure 55. Structures 11 and 12. Plan
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Figure 56. Structure 12. Section through room 14.
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Figure 57. Structure 12. West elevation (restored].



Figure 58. Structure 12. Detail of west facade, rooms 14 and 15.

Figure 59. Structure 12. South end of west facade (room 15]
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Figure 60. Structure 12. Detail of west facade -
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Figure 51. Structure 12. Detail of west facade showing

"rosettes" in upper wall zone.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

During the past several decades, a number of writers have suggested that the

architectural style of the major buildings at Xkichmook appears to be a blend

of the classic Puuc and Chenes styles (Ruz, 1945, Marquina, 1951, Andrews V,

1979). Pollock (1980) obviously disagreed with this view since he included

Xkichmook in his recently published study of Puuc architecture and made only

passing reference to it in his earlier report on Chenes architecture (Pollock, 1970).

Given the data and analyses of architectural style of the major buildings at

Xkichmook as presented in these pages, my own view corresponds more closely

to the former than to the latter.

I have already noted that Structure 1, which is the largest and most important

buildings at Xkichmook, appears to be purely Chenes in style and form while

Structures 4, 5, 6 and 12 show a mixture of Chenes and Puuc traits. With the

exception of Structure 4, where Puuc features seem to predominate, these latter

buildings also seem more Chenes than Puuc in conception and execution even

though the differences between certain Puuc and Chenes features are fairly subtle.

This ambivalence in regard to style is not surprising considering the geographic

position of Xkichmook, which places it close to the southern border of the greater

Puuc region and some distance south of the eastern Puuc heartland (fig. 1). In

fact, Xkichmook is about equidistant (20 km) from Santa Rosa Xtampak, the closest

major Chenes site to the south and Kiuic, the largest nearby Puuc site to the

north, making it equally subject to influences from both the north and south. Pending

further data, I have tentatively adopted the term "Puuc-Chenes" as an appropriate

stylistic description for Structures 4, 5, 6 and 12.

One of the more important questions raised by the presence of both Puuc and

Chenes features in the architecture at Xkichmook has to do with the temporal

placement of Structure 1 and the other major buildings in relation to the classic

Puuc (and Rio Bee) architectural styles. Given the data presently available from

Xkichmook, which does not include ceramic seriations, hieroglyphic inscriptions,

or radiocarbon readings, we are entirely dependent on architectural style as a

basis for chronological comparisons. Fortunately, several recent studies have

been made which provide some basis for dating the classic Rio Bee, Chenes. and

Puuc architectural styles. (Pollock, 1970-1980, Ball, 1977, Potter, 1977, Gendrop,

1982, and Andrews, 1982). The combined results of these investigations in regard

to chronology are shown in figure 62. The shaded areas are intended to show the
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Figure 62. Comparative chronological chart for classic Rio Bee. Chenes

and Puuc architectural styles.
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NOTES: The above chart is based on chronological relationships

proposed by Pollock (1970. 1980). Ball (1977). Potter.

1977. Gendrop (1982. and Andrews [19B21.
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time periods when the "classic" styles were in vogue in the Rio Bee, Chenes,

and Puuc regions, even though there are some buildings in earlier or later styles

in all three regions. In order to interpret this chart, it is necessary to examine

certain architectural, decorative, and construction features which are shared

in common in buildings from all three regions. In particular, the decorative motifs

employed in all three styles seem to offer a viable basis for tracking the spread

of influences from one region to the others.

In the most comprehensive study yet undertaken in regard to the origins,

distribution, and chronology of the zoomorphic doorway and long-nosed corner

masks, frets, stepped frets, colonnettes and inset corner columns, which are

important diagnostic features of all three styles, Paul Gendrop (1982) has traced

the evolutionary sequence of these motifs from south to north. Gendrop (ibid)

has shown that both the zoomorphic doorway masks and long-nosed (Chac) masks

first appeared in the Rio Bee region some time between A.D. 600-700, from where

they moved northward into the Chenes region during the next century (A.D.

700-800), and finally made their initial appearance in the Puuc region not earlier

than A.D. 830. If Gendrop is correct, all of the buildings with zoomorphic and/or

long-nosed corner masks in both the Rio Bee and Chenes regions antedate any

of the buildings in the Puuc region with similar masks by 30-200 years. Gendrop

(ibid) gives a tentative date of ca. A.D. 830 for the construction of Structure

1 at Xkichmook, which he believes is contemporary with the Cuartel at Santa

Rosa Xtampak. While I am inclined to suggest a slightly earlier date for Structure

1 (A.D. 800), in general I concur with Gendrop's proposed chronology and in an

independent study (Andrews, 1982) also suggested that those buildings in the Puuc

Mosaic style with long-nosed masks did not make their appearance before A.D.

830, although buildings in the Puuc Colonnette style first appeared in the Puuc

region around A.D. 770.

The spread of the frets, stepped frets, colonnettes, and corner columns appears

to follow a similar pattern to the one outlined above for the masks. While there

are no significant differences between the design and execution of the frets and

stepped frets as found in the Rio Bee, Chenes, and Puuc regions, the colonnettes

and corner columns do undergo some change in their movement from south to

north. The short colonnettes used in base moldings in the Rio Bee region have
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very flattened profiles and the longer colonnetes used in lower wall zones, which

have similar profiles, invariably lack spools. In the Chenes region, both the short

and longer colonnettes are somewhat more rounded but still do not achieve the

full half-round form which characterizes classic Puuc colonnettes.

As in the Rio Bee region, the Chenes colonnettes also do not carry spools. The

large corner columns found in many buildings in both the Rio Bee and Chenes

regions are consistently made of small stones, similar to those used in wall facings,

whihle the Puuc examples are made of large drums, in some cases the full height

of the wall, and many carry as many as three spools. While both frets and

colonnettes were used only sparingly in the Reio Bee region, and somewhat more

frequently in the Chenes region, their appearance in any numbers in both regions

is a clear indication that their movement is from south to north since bulding

activity had almost come to a halt in the Rio Bee region by the time the first

Colonnette style buildings were being constructed in the Puuc region. It should

be noted here that while I believe the colonnettes and corner columns were

introduced into the Puuc region around A.D. 770, the data presently available

suggests that the frets and stepped frets, which are basic features of the Puuc

Mosaic style, did not make their way into the Puuc region until the early part

of the ninth century.

If the analysis presented above is correct, it seems reasonable to conclude that

all of the standing architecture at Xkichmook antedates those buildings in the

Puuc region executed in the Puuc Mosaic style, but is roughly contemporary with

Colonnette style buildings in the Puuc heartland. I have already suggested that

Structure 1 at Xkichmook, which is essentially late Chenes in style, can be dated

at approximately A.D. 800. Structure 4, which includes some Early Puuc features,

should probably be dated somewhat earlier (A.D. 770), while Structures 5, 6

and 12 could be dated as late as A.D. 830. I believe that the dates suggested above

reinforce the idea of a "transitional" architectural phase as outlined by Gendrop

(1982) in which those buildings showing a combination of Chenes and Puuc features

mark the end of the Chenes tradition and the beginning of the Puuc florescence.

By this time, building activity in the Rio Bee region had essentially ceased and

the Puuc-Chenes architecture at Xkichmook and nearby sites is a clear indication

of the growing ascendancy of the Puuc groups who were to dominate the

architectural scene in the central Yucatan area for the next two centuries. After

A.D. 830, building activity in the Chenes region seems to be limited to scattered

examples of classic Puuc architecture as noted at sites such as Dzehkabtun,
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Dzibiltun, Santa Rosa Xtampak, and Dzibilcocac (Pollock, 1970 and Gendrop,

1982).

Admittedly, the scenario outlined above is speculative in nature but does provide

a plausible basis for explaining the origins of the classic Puuc Colonnette and

Mosaic architectural styles, which has so far eluded everyone investigating Puuc

architecture. In any event, Xkichmook must be considered as a 'key' site in terms

of our understanding of the chronology and cultural history of both the Chenes

and Puuc regions and it is to be hoped that comprehensive archaeological studies

will be initiated at this important site in the very near future.
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